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A model for gene selection and classifi cation of gene expression data
one of the major ones being the overwhelming number of 
genes relative to the number of training samples in the data 
sets.1 Also, most genes are not relevant to the distinction 
between different tissue classes, and introduce noise in the 
classifi cation process.
Gene selection, or feature selection, is the task of select-
ing a subset of features that maximizes the classifi er’s ability 
to classify samples accurately.3 Gene selection methods can 
be classifi ed into two categories. If gene selection is carried 
out independently from the classifi cation procedure, the 
method belongs to the fi lter approach. Otherwise, it is said 
to follow a hybrid approach.1 Most previous work has used 
the fi lter approach to select genes, since it is computation-
ally more effi cient than the hybrid approach. However, the 
hybrid approach usually provides greater accuracy than the 
fi lter approach.4
The fi lter approach has been widely applied by many 
researchers to select features or genes in various applica-
tions. The threshold number of misclassifi cation (TNoM) 
score,2 information gain (IG),5 the signal-to-noise ratio,6 
and the relief algorithm (RA)7 are some of the widely 
known fi lter approaches, and have been successfully applied 
to gene selection problems. The application of the hybrid 
approach using the genetic algorithm (GA) and a classifi er 
has grown in recent year.3 For example, a hybrid of GA and 
a neural network classifi er (GANN), incorporating GA and 
the support vector machine (SVM) classifi er (GASVM), 
and combining GA via the weight voting classifi er, are some 
of the widely known hybrid approaches, and have been 
successfully used in various applications.4 While a large 
number of supervised and unsupervised methods from the 
pattern recognition literature have been proposed in bioin-
formatics research, a method based on the SVM classifi er 
has proven to be the most popular and is reasonably 
accurate.4
A major goal of diagnostic research is to develop a diag-
nostic procedure based on the least number of possible 
genes needed to detect diseases.1 By identifying a small 
subset of genes on which to base a diagnosis, it is possible 
to improve classifi cation accuracy. This research deals with 
selecting a small subset of informative genes from gene 
Abstract Gene expression data are expected to be of sig-
nifi cant help in the development of effi cient cancer diagno-
sis and classifi cation platforms. One problem arising from 
these data is how to select a small subset of genes from 
thousands of genes and a few samples that are inherently 
noisy. This research aims to select a small subset of informa-
tive genes from the gene expression data which will maxi-
mize the classifi cation accuracy. A model for gene selection 
and classifi cation has been developed by using a fi lter 
approach, and an improved hybrid of the genetic algorithm 
and a support vector machine classifi er. We show that the 
classifi cation accuracy of the proposed model is useful for 
the cancer classifi cation of one widely used gene expression 
benchmark data set.
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1 Introduction
Owing to recent advances in biotechnology, gene expres-
sion can now be quantitatively monitored on a large scale. 
Gene expression represents the activation level of each 
gene within an organism at a particular point of time.1 
Recent studies on the molecular-level classifi cation of tissue 
have indicated that gene expression data could signifi cantly 
aid in the development of effi cient cancer diagnosis and 
classifi cation platforms.2 However, classifi cation based on 
gene expression data confronts us with more challenges, 
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expression data which maximizes the classifi cation accu-
racy. Hence, this article proposes a model of gene selection 
and classifi cation using the fi lter approach, and an improved 
hybrid of the GA and the SVM classifi er (NewGASVM).
2 Model for gene selection and classifi cation
Generally, a model for gene selection and classifi cation has 
two stages: gene selection and gene classifi cation.5 Figure 1 
shows that this model exhibits a classifi cation stage which 
includes training and testing phases.
The gene selection method needs to select some genes 
that are closely related to particular classes for classifi ca-
tion; these are called informative genes.6 This process is 
called gene selection. The general process of classifi cation 
is to train a classifi er by using training samples, and then 
classify test samples with the trained classifi er.
2.1 Filter approach and hybrid approach for 
gene selection
Filter approaches, such as IG and the RA are used in this 
research. The genes with the highest scores are selected as 
top genes.
Suppose that a gene expression pattern is represented as 
gi (for example, i = 1–7129 in leukemia cancer data). Each 
gi is a vector of gene expression levels from N samples, 
gi = (e1, e2,  .  .  .  , eN), while cj represents a class of sample 
 j where j = 1 – N.5 If the number of genes excited (P(gi)) 
or not excited (P(g¯i)) in class (P(cj)) is counted, the coeffi -
cient of the IG becomes
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The basic idea of the RA is to draw instances at random, 
compute their nearest neighbors, and adjust a gene weight-
ing vector to give more weight to genes that distinguish this 
set from neighbors of different classes. Specifi cally, it tries 
to fi nd a good estimate of the following probability in order 
to assign a weight for each gene:7
W ggi i=
−
P(different value of  | different class)
P(different value of  | same class)gi  
(2)
This research uses a hybrid approach such as GASVM 
or NewGASVM. Details of GASVM and NewGASVM can 
be found in Mohamad et al.4
3 Proposed model
This article proposes a model for gene selection and classi-
fi cation using a fi lter approach and the NewGASVM. Previ-
ous work has used a model of gene selection and a 
classifi cation model, as shown in Fig. 1, which involves 
two stages. However, our proposed model has three stages: 
gene selection, gene optimization, and gene classifi cation. 
Figure 2 shows this model.
The gene selection stage removes irrelevant genes 
using a fi lter approach such as IG or the RA. Selecting 
genes by a fi lter approach also presents an overall pattern 
of gene expression data. Therefore, it is a nice starting 
point for the data analysis. As a result, this stage produces 
a small subset of genes. The optimization stage selects and 
optimizes a subset of genes from the small subset by using 
NewGASVM. GASVM can also be used to replace the 
NewGASVM at this stage. If the subset is small, the com-
bination of genes is not very complex, and then the New-
GASVM can easily fi nd the optimized subset. Moreover, 
the NewGASVM can also remove noise genes because 
the fi lter approach has reduced the size and complexity 
of the search space. Thus, the NewGASVM is more effi -
cient by using a small subset to complete its task quickly. 
Lastly, the classifi cation stage builds an SVM classifi er 
using the optimal subset of training sets, and tests it using 
a test set.
Gene Classification 
Gene Expression Data 
Gene Selection  
Subset of Genes  
Fig. 1. Model of gene selection and classifi cation
Gene Expression Data 
Subset of Genes 
Optimal Subset of Genes 
Gene Selection using Filter Approach 
Optimization Phase (NewGASVM)
Gene Classification  
Fig. 2. Proposed model of gene selection and classifi cation
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4 Experimental results
4.1 Data set
The leukemia cancer benchmark data set is used to evaluate 
the proposed model. This data set contains examples of 
human acute leukemia, originally analyzed by Golub et al.6 
It has the expression levels of 7129 genes and can 
be obtained at http://www.broad.mit.edu/cgi-bin/cancer/
datasets.cgi.
Two criteria are considered to evaluate the performances 
of the proposed model: the leave one out cross validation 
(LOOCV) accuracy and test accuracy. The LOOCV proce-
dure is applied on training data and the accuracy test mea-
surement on test data to measure the classifi cation 
accuracy.4
4.2 Experimental environment
The experiments were conducted using six methods obtained 
from a combination of GASVM, NewGASVM, and the 
fi lter approaches (IG and RA). Firstly, the GASVM and 
NewGASVM methods were applied following the stages 
shown in Fig. 1. Furthermore, by following the stages in Fig. 
2, four methods are obtained: IG+GASVM, RA+GASVM, 
IG+NewGASVM, and RA+NewGASVM. The fi lter 
approach was used to select 100 genes from the whole set 
of genes. Methods based on the NewGASVM were tried 
using 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, or 90 genes in order to 
choose the optimal subset of genes. However, methods 
based on the GASVM, such as GASVM, IG+GASVM, and 
RA+GASVM, were not tried using the different numbers 
of selected genes because they were unable to fi x the 
selections.
Figures 3 and 4 show the highest LOOCV and test accu-
racies for classifying leukemia cancer samples, which are 
99.47% and 94.71%, respectively. The IG+NewGASVM 
method used 20 genes to reach the highest accuracy.
In general, the IG+NewGASVM and RA+NewGASVM 
methods performed consistently and were much better than 
the NewGASVM method owing to the application of a fi lter 
and hybrid approach in the proposed model. Hence, apply-
ing IG+NewGASVM or RA+NewGASVM has improved 
the accuracy by removing irrelevant genes from whole 
genes and optimizing the remaining genes. These fi gures 
also indicate that the accuracy depends on the number of 
selected genes.
Table 1 shows the high accuracy of the six methods. In 
general, the GASVM and NewGASVM methods produced 
poorer results. In contrast, when a fi lter approach was 
applied prior to these methods, the results improved. Hence, 
the methods that applied the fi lter approach and New-
GASVM out-performed the methods that applied the fi lter 
approach and GASVM.
The highest accuracy of the IG+NewGASVM method 
was 99.47% and 94.71% for LOOCV and test accuracies, 
respectively, using 20 selected genes in the leukemia cancer 
data set. On the other hand, the original work of Golub 
et al.,6 required about 50 genes to achieve 94.74% for 
LOOCV accuracy and 85.29% for test accuracy.
In general, the IG+NewGASVM and RA+NewGASVM 
methods performed consistently and with a higher accuracy 
percentage than other methods because the fi lter approach 
was applied before the optimization phase. The fi lter 
approach selects and reduces the number of candidate 
genes from the total number of genes in order to remove 
irrelevant and noisy genes. Hence, the IG+NewGASVM 
and RA+NewGASVM methods are more effi cient at pro-
ducing the optimized subset of genes by using the small 
subset that is produced from the fi lter approach. However, 
their performance was much lower than the methods that 
used a fi lter approach and the NewGASVM method because 
it was unable to fi x the number of genes selected.
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Table 1. The benchmark of the highest classifi cation accuracy on leu-
kemia cancer data set
Method Leukemia cancer data set
 LOOCV (%) Test (%)
GASVM 94.74 83.53
IG+GASVM 98.95 93.53
RA+GASVM 97.63 91.76
NewGASVM 95.00 80.59
IG+NewGASVM 99.47 94.71
RA+NewGASVM 99.21 94.12
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5 Conclusion
In this article, we have designed and applied a new 
model for gene selection and the classifi cation of gene 
expression data. Generally, the IG+NewGASVM and 
RA+NewGASVM methods achieved signifi cant LOOCV 
and test accuracies, and performed better than other 
methods because a fi lter approach was applied before the 
optimization phase. The fi lter approach can produce a small 
subset of genes. Thus, the hybrid method can be more effi -
cient at producing an optimized subset of genes using the 
small subset that is produced from the fi lter approach. 
Hence, applying a fi lter approach and the hybrid approach 
in our proposed model is useful because it produces signifi -
cant classifi cation accuracy. However, this model suffers 
from a drawback which motivates us to look for further 
improvements. This limitation is that it has produced incon-
sistent results when it runs independently in terms of accu-
racy and the number of selected genes. Even though the 
proposed model has been successfully applied in the bioin-
formatics area, it can also be applied and extended in other 
applications such as robotics, pattern recognition, and com-
puter graphics. We are currently studying a multiobjective 
strategy with a hybrid method for better optimization of a 
small subset of genes from thousands of genes.
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